
EB35.R34 Organizational Study of the Executive Board : Methods of Planning and Execution of Projects 

The Executive Board, 

Bearing in mind resolutions W H A 15.58 and WHA15.59, paragraph 1 (b), by which the World Health 
Assembly requested the Executive Board to study the methods of planning and execution of projects; 

Having, f r o m its thirt ieth to its thirty-third session, examined the question and requested the Director-
General to proceed with the study, laying particular emphasis on certain selected main lines of investigation; 
and 

Having considered and revised the working paper submitted at its thirty-fifth session, 

1. DECIDES to transmit to the Eighteenth World Heal th Assembly its organizational study on " M e t h o d s of 
planning and execution of pro jec ts" ; 1 

2. INVITES the at tent ion of the Assembly to the findings of the s tudy; and 

3. RECOMMENDS to the World Heal th Assembly that it adopt the following resolution : 

The Eighteenth World Heal th Assembly, 

Having studied the report of the Executive Board on its organizational study "Methods of planning 
and execution of pro jec t s" ; 

Not ing that the study covers mainly the period of planning and initial implementation of projects 
and that the study is confined to their administrative and managerial aspects; and 

Considering that the study was carried out on the basis of a broad sample of projects, 

1. EMPHASIZES the importance of the Organization's playing an active role in the development of 
requests for projects and in their planning; 

2. NOTES the ma jo r causes of delays in starting projects and the measures taken by the Director-General 
for reducing such of the delays as are within the control of the Organizat ion; and 



3. CALLS attention to the relationship between the effectiveness of the Organization's assistance and 
the readiness of governments to carry out their share of the responsibility for WHO-assisted projects, 
including the provision of adequate supporting staff and work facilities. 
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